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About This Game

Remember the good old Beat 'em Ups like Little Fighter, Double Dragon or Streets of Rage? Made in 150 days by one dude,
Battle Forever is an homage to this games and to the days were your only worries were your homework and your supply of

chocolate!

Choose your character and jump right into this arcade Beat em Up! Use your fists and your awesome special attacks to destroy
your enemies and save the country from the evil Professor S., a mad scientist who wants to create the ultimate warrior.

Set new highscores and challenge various enemies like stupid bullies or the infamous copier of doom! Try your best in 13 stages
filled with loads of dudes who think they are better in punching faces than you or try to survive as long as possible in the

Survival Mode. Teach them better!

You can choose between four different and unique characters. Every fighter comes with his own special abilities. Shoot fireballs
or freeze your enemies with cold ice shards! No face will be unpunched in this epic battle!

The details:

- Full Controller Support
- 2D Arcade Beat 'em Up
- 4 Playable Characters

- 13 Stages In Total
- Campaign, Level Selection and Survival Mode
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- 16 ingame achievements to unlock!
- Made with Unity2D

- Everything (except the music) is made by me
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Title: Battle Forever
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Inferno Games
Publisher:
Inferno Games
Release Date: 3 Jun, 2016
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I love puzzle games, but this one has a mechanic that is distracting. You could do better putting your money towards something
else.. I deeply recommend this game if you like slow, obscure and depressive atmosphere. Do not expect a lot of action, the
game mainly focuses on the aura of the sights and the ambience. To be honest I am not done with the play yet, but till now, I
like it very much. It gives you the feeling of being a star in an awkward deeply dark and misunderstood film noir.. Stylish and
fun shooter! If you’ve got the VR legs, switch it off of rails movement and get into it! Fun mini tactical scenarios; hide behind
an X, shoot at approaching X. Loads of style, plenty of fun, and from me? Thumbs: UP!. It was quite funny to play the game,
the graphics reminds me of games played in childhood as well as controls and the story. Died few times while riding the chicken
and jumping over "islands". Recommend this game to play as something different from usual games.. The game i always
wanted. Making 3D models in VR was something I'd wanted ever since I first witnessed Room Scale in action. Mesh Maker is
fairly bare bones, but in it's current state it already delivers on this promise. As someone who does not have an artistic bone in
their body but still wants to make games, waiting on others to create 3d models for me has always been an issue. Now thanks to
Mesh Maker VR, I can at the very least make my own placeholder art, or create my own models for a simpler looking game.

Mesh Maker is perfectly capable of making more complex and detailed models to be sure, though it is missing many quality of
life features that would speed up model making considerbly, for this reason I feel actual 3d modellors might find it limited in it's
current state, but I would urge you to keep an eye on it at the very least.

Fairly useful and incredibly cool little tool in it's current state with the potential to be something truly amazing.. For the price
this is a nice little game for a young gamer.
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Very interesting Zio
hope u successful <3
From TNT with love
p/s: why don't have anyone from TNT :'(. This game is alright, just one of those "click a few times and get four thousand
achievements" games, not really worth paying for. I really enjoyed the story of Eventide, everything linked in and made
complete sense by the end so I can really recommend you hold out until that final scene because it clears up a lot! Loved the
voice acting, and even though the facial animations could have done with some work I can't wait to play the second game! 8/10.
For some reason this was unplayable for me, i think because it doesn't adjust to 4K resolution well leaving part of the menu
obscured.. It's a fun short indie horror game, but there are missed opportunties.
In depth review down-below.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=lT6pzvpN-j8. Controls are crap, skills and characters are weak, UI is confusing and
overall it is just not an enjoyable experience.
I've played a lot of RPGs in my time and this one only has decent graphics going for it, everything else is subpar.. << EDIT:
Have now passed the 300 hour mark in Rebirth, and just now really getting into 'HoL territory', and.. I am STILL LOVING
THIS GAME! >>

I have absolutely fallen for X Rebirth - it's a great game and I'm loving every minute of it. The 4.0 update and this expansion
make a very good thing even better. Three new systems and a whole lot more added here; very much worthwhile.

I've happily seen hundreds of hours fly by in the base game and first expansion alone, and I can already see how very much
more this expansion adds to the galaxy and the game. It seems to me that this expansion pushes Rebirth across the line; achieves
and surpasses that "critical mass" for the galaxy to feel truly Big-Big.

Rebirth gives me just what I've always wanted in a sci-fi game. It has character and wonder and beauty, its has breadth AND
depth. A big vibrant hand-crafted galaxy to explore and admire. A fantastic big beautiful space sandbox to play in. Big but not
generic. Places feel unique and intentional and alive. Rebirth has almost high fantasy undertones; it feels like the setting for a
great book or movie - it feels like a place to build your own stories in, whatever you may want them to be. There is just so much
do. And it's all just plain fun. Great variety of missions, if you want to do missions. Great big galaxy to fly around and explore,
if you want to just gawk. Be a humble trader, or build an economic empire. Be a lone wolf pirate, or become a military force to
be feared. Start small and grow, or start big and take it from there - many different starts available give great incentive to replay
along different paths. What I love about Rebirth is that it's a great big sandbox to play in, full of possibilities - but it has not
been left generic; they have taken the time to craft it into something beautiful. Somewhere worthy of making our own stories.

This is a big expansion that brings a lot to the table and makes a great base game even better. I'll happily take all I can get of
Rebirth and this expansion has a lot to give.. fail game! dont play it!
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